Abstract-Real-time data-processing applications, such as those developed using Apache Storm, need to address highly demanding performance requirements. Engineers should assess these performance requirements while they configure their Storm designs to specific execution contexts, i.e., multi-user private or public cloud infrastructures. To this end, we propose a quality-driven framework for Apache Storm, that covers the following steps. The design with UML, using a novel profile for Apache Storm, allowing performance metrics definition. The transformation of the design into a performance model, concretely stochastic Petri nets. Last but not least, the simulation of the performance model and the retrieval of performance results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Apache Storm technology [1] is currently used by a large number of companies and products, such as in Twitter, Yahoo! or Flipboard. Storm helps for improving real-time analysis, the customization of searches, news and advertisements, and the optimization of a wide range of online services that require low-latency processing. Applications developed using the Storm technology are then very demanding in terms of performance and, definitely, they are also highly customizable by parameters that greatly impact their end to end performance.
A Capgemini research [2] shows that only 13% of organizations have achieved full-scale production for their Big Data applications. As a Big Data technology, the case of Storm is not different, we could even say that it is worse due to the youthfulness of the technology. Thus, there is now an urgent need for novel, performance oriented, software engineering methodologies and tools capable of dealing with the complexity of such a new environment.
In this paper, we present an approach for performance assessment of Apache Storm applications. In particular, we offer a modeling approach and a novel UML profile for a better performance characterization of a Storm design. We define transformations for these UML Storm designs into suitable models that are used for performance analysis, concretely stochastic Petri nets.
Our approach, with its corresponding tools and formalisms, can be applied to predict the behaviour of the application for future demands or to study the impact, in some performance parameters (e.g., response time, throughput or utilization), of highly varying workloads. Besides, the detection of performance bottlenecks using formal methods can be more effective and easier than in a real-world testbed. On the modeling side, the profiled-UML allows to work with the Apache Storm performance parameters in the very same model used for the workflow and deployment definitions. Moreover, the developer takes advantage of all the facilities provided by a UML software development environment. These reasons recommend the UML modeling, instead of doing it directly with the stochastic Petri net, that can be merely obtained by transformation.
Several approaches have been already presented in the literature for the modeling and performance assessment of stream applications [3] , [4] or big data platforms [5] , [6] . Some of these studies use variants of Petri nets, and they are applied in a generic context for stream processing [4] or distributed systems [7] , [8] . Definitely, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work devoted to the Apache Storm performance evaluation using formal methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the basics on Apache Storm, focussing on the parameters that mainly affect the performance of an application. Section III presents our performance modeling approach for Apache Storm applications. Section IV details the transformation to get a performance model out of a Storm design. Section V is devoted to the validation of the approach. Finally, Section VI draws a conclusion and presents future work.
II. STORM AND PERFORMANCE
Storm is a distributed real-time computation system for processing large volumes of high-velocity data [1] . A Storm application is usually designed as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose nodes are the points where the information is generated or processed, and the edges define the connections for the transmission of data from one node to another. Two classes of nodes are considered in the topology. On the one hand, spouts are sources of information that inject streams of data into the topology at a certain rate. On the other hand, bolts elaborate input data and produce results which, in turn, are emitted towards other bolts of the topology. The notions of tuples and messages are equivalent. By default, a Storm application runs indefinitely until killed. Figure 1 represents the DAG of a Storm application made of two spouts and three bolts in a pipeline layout. A bolt is a generic processing component that requires n tuples for producing m results. This asymmetry is captured by the weights in the arcs of the DAG. They represent the number of tuples the next bolt requires for emitting a new message. Besides, different synchronization policies shall be considered. A bolt receiving messages from two or more sources can select to either a) progress, if at least a tuple from any of the sources is available (asynchronously), or b) wait for a message from all the sources (synchronously).
A Storm application is also configurable by the parallelism of the nodes, the stream grouping and the scheduling. The parallelism specifies the number of concurrent threads executing the same task (spout or bolt). The stream grouping determines the way a message is propagated to and handled by the receiving nodes. By default, a message is broadcasted to every successor of the current node. Once the message arrives to a bolt, it is either redirected randomly to any of the multiple internal threads (shuffle), copied to all of them (all) or copied to a specific subset of threads according to some criteria (e.g, field, global, etc.).
Finally, the Storm scheduling algorithm deploys statically the spouts and bolts to the computational resources of the cluster, at the beginning of the execution. Complex schedulers may take into account the available computational resources and the software requirements (memory and CPU consumption) for defining an optimal distribution of the tasks.
In summary, a Storm framework is highly configurable by various parameters that will influence the final performance of the application (see Table I ).
III. MODELLING STORM APPLICATIONS WITH UML
Our modelling approach for Storm applications is oriented to performance evaluation and, initially, it uses UML diagrams. At least, we need to model the Storm topology, i.e., the DAG, the performance parameters already identified in Section II and the deployment. Therefore, we will work with activity diagrams complemented with deployment diagrams. Figure 2 shows the UML activity diagram for the example of the Storm topology in Figure 1 . A UML activity diagram for Storm will always start with a set of initial nodes connected to the spout tasks because they are the sources of information responsible of inserting tuples in the topology. The rest of the tasks (i.e., bolts) will follow according to the Storm synchronization policy declared for them. In particular, when a given bolt is declared as synchronous then we collapse all its incoming edges into a join node (bar). See, for example, bolt_1 in Figure 2 that was declared as synchronous in Figure 1 . This means that bolt_1 will not progress until all incoming tuples are ready. When, instead, a bolt is asynchronous then we collapse all its incoming edges into a merge node (diamond). See, for example, bolt_2 in Figure 2 that was declared as asynchronous in Figure 1 . This means that bolt_2 will progress when the very first tuple arrives.
In our approach, a UML activity diagram is interpreted as the DAG of a particular Storm topology. The semantic is different from the standard one of a UML activity diagram. In our case, the actions (rounded rectangles representing spouts and bolts) are tasks that continuously process streams according to the characteristics of the Storm technology. The standard UML semantic considers the actions as tasks that finalize once they have processed the input data. Besides, the arcs connecting activities do not represent a logical succession of actions, as in standard UML, but a communication channel between two tasks (i.e., spouts and/or bolts).
B. A UML Profile for Storm
Once the Storm topology and synchronization policies have been represented, we still need to address the rest of concepts in Table I . We decided to convert them into stereotypes and tags, which are the extension mechanisms offered by UML. Therefore, we devised a UML profile for Storm. A UML profile is a set of stereotypes that can be applied to UML model elements for extending their semantics [9] , [10] . In our case, we are extending UML with the Storm concepts that impact on performance. The Storm profile heavily relies on the standard MARTE profile [11] . This is because MARTE offers the GQAM sub-profile, a complete framework for quantitative analysis, which is indeed specialized for performance analysis, then perfectly matching to our purposes. Moreover, MARTE offers the NFPs and VSL sub-profiles. The NFP sub-profile aims to describe the non-functional properties of a system, performance in our case. The latter, the VSL sub-profile, provides a concrete textual language for specifying the values of metrics, constraints, properties, and parameters related to performance, in our particular case.
VSL expressions are used in Storm-profiled models with two main goals: (i) to specify the input parameters of the model and (ii) to specify the performance metric(s) that will be computed for the model (i.e., the output results). An example of a VSL expression for a host demand tagged value of type NFP_Duration is:
This expression specifies that bolt_1 in Figure 2 demands $b 1 (1) milliseconds (2) of processing time, whose mean value (3) will be obtained from an estimation in the real system (4). $b 1 is a variable that can be set with concrete values during the analysis of the model. Another interesting VSL expression is the definition of the performance metric to be calculated, the utilization in the example of Figure 2 : expr=$use, unit=%, statQ=mean, source=calc
This expression specifies that we want to calculate (4) the utilization, as a percentage of time (2), of the whole system or a specific resource, whose mean value (3) will be assigned to variable $use (1) . Such a value is obviously obtained from the performance model. On the other hand, the nodes (actions, joins and merges) in the UML activity diagram are grouped by partitions (e.g., Partition1 and Partition2, in Figure 2 ). Each partition is mapped to a computational resource in the UML deployment diagram following the scheduling policy defined for the topology. Figure 3 shows the deployment diagram, which complements the previous activity diagram. Each computational resource is stereotyped as GaExecHost and defines its resource multiplicity, i.e., number of cores. The deployment also allows one to know which messages exchanged by tasks can introduce network delays, i.e., tuples exchanged between cores in different physical machines, which is of importance for the eventual performance model. Therefore, we use the GaCommHost stereotype. Both stereotypes are inherited from MARTE GQAM.
Apart from the two aforementioned stereotypes, the Storm profile also provides genuine stereotypes (see Table II) for representing those parameters not already addressed, i.e., concepts 1-4, 7 and 8 in Table I . Bolts and spouts have independent stereotypes because they are conceptually different, however they both inherit from MARTE::GQAM::GaStep stereotype since they are computational steps. Moreover, they share the parallelism, or number of concurrent threads executing the task, which is specified by the tag parallelism. On the other hand, the spouts add the tag avgEmitRate, which represents the rate at which the spout produces tuples. Finally, the bolts use the hostDemand tag from GaStep for defining the task execution time.
The Storm concept of stream is captured by the StormStreamStep stereotype. It also inherits from the MARTE:: GQAM::GaStep stereotype, which enables to apply it to the control flow arcs of the activity diagram. The stereotype has three tags: numTuples and grouping match the weight and grouping concepts, respectively; the probFields is an array of reals that is used when the type of grouping is equal to field. The array specifies the probabilities p i that a message, transmitted through the StormStreamStep, arrives to the threads t i of the target bolt. The value of p i can be obtained at runtime experimentally, i.e., by tracing the messages grouped by the bolt thread.
IV. TRANSFORMATION OF THE UML DESIGN
For evaluation of the already defined metrics (e.g., utilization or throughput), we need to transform the Storm design into a performance model. We choose as target performance model Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN) [12] . Petri nets are suitable for modelling software systems (see Appendix VII). In the following, we propose a set of original transformation patterns; each pattern takes as input a part of the Storm design and produces a GSPN subnet. These 
A. Activity Diagram Transformation
Figures 4-5 show the patterns for the activity and deployment diagrams. For each figure, the left hand side presents the input of the pattern, i.e., the UML model elements, possibly stereotyped with the Storm profile. The right hand side indicates the corresponding GSPN subnet. For an easier understanding of the transformation, we depicted: a) text in bold to match input and output elements; b) interfaces with other patterns as dotted grey elements, because they actually do not belong to the pattern.
Patterns P1 and P2 map spout and bolt tasks, respectively. Both spout and bolt subnets become structurally similar when the bolt subnet is merged with a P3-P5 pattern. The subnet consists of two places, a timed transition, an immediate transition, and a set of arcs. Places p A1 and p A2 represent, respectively, the idle state and the processing state of incoming messages. The place p A1 is marked with as many tokens as the parallelism tagged-value associated to the task denotes ($n0). The rate of the timed transition is equal to either the emission rate ($rate) of the spout or the inverse of the host demand of the bolt (1/ $time). The timed transitions have an infinite server semantics because the production of tuples is already constrained by the number of available threads (tokens) defined by the parallelism. The immediate transition in the spout subnet does not have source places because it models the continuous arrival of new messages.
Patterns P3, P4 and P5 map the reception of a stream of tuples by a bolt. In P3 the source of the stream is only one task, whereas in P4 and P5 there are multiple sources. In particular, the pattern P4 represents the synchronous case and the pattern P5 is the asynchronous one. In P3-P5 subnets, the interface transition t A refers to the transition in P2 with the same name. Pattern P6 maps the final node to a transition without output places. This is a sink transition that represents the end of the stream processing and could potentially act as interface with subsequent systems (i.e., injecting tuples in another Storm application). Patterns P8-P11 detail the transformation of the numTuples and grouping tagged-values of a given stream step. Therefore, these patterns refine patterns P3, P4 and P5. The numTuples indicates the number of input tuples that the receiving bolt requires for producing a message. Then, such a value is mapped to the weight of the arcs a 2 (P8 subnet), a 1 (P9-P10 subnets), and a i (P11 subnet).
Additionally, the grouping defines how the stream should be partitioned among the next bolt's threads. If the grouping is set to all, every thread of the receiving bolt will process a copy of the tuple, then the weight of the arc a 1 in the GSPN subnet is equal to the parallelism of the bolt B (P8). Otherwise, only one thread of the receiving bolt will process the tuple, therefore, the weight will be set to the default value (i.e., 1). If the grouping policy is shuffle, the target execution thread of B is selected randomly among the idle ones (P9). In the case of global policy, the entire stream goes to the bolt's thread with the lowest id (P10). The initial marking of place p BG , in the GSPN subnet, is set to a single token for restricting the access to just one thread. Finally, the field grouping policy divides the outgoing stream of A by value (P11) and all the messages having the same value are sent to the same threads of the receiving bolt. The transformation creates a GSPN subnet with n basic subnets, where n is the number of different stream values. This number is limited by the number of parallel threads (parallelism tagged-value) in B. When an incoming message arrives to the receiving bolt, it is redirected to one of the basic subnets according to the probabilities $prob i assigned to the immediate transitions t B1i .
The rest of the Apache Storm grouping policies are not considered neither by the Profile nor the transformation yet. They are variants of the previous ones and both the profile and the transformation can be adapted accordingly. For instance, the partial key grouping is a field grouping that balances the stream load between two downstream tasks instead of a single one. The local and none groupings are equivalent to a shuffle grouping, but they prioritize stream connections among spouts and bolts inside the same computational node. Finally, the direct grouping specifies an explicit connection between threads of A and B.
B. Deployment Diagram Transformation
Pattern P7 (Figure 4) illustrates the modifications introduced in the GSPN model by the profile extensions in the deployment diagram. The Storm tasks are first logically grouped into partitions in the activity diagram, later they are deployed as artifacts and mapped to physical execution nodes (GaExecHost stereotype) in the deployment diagram. In particular, P7 maps the GaExecHost to a new place p R in the GSPN, with an initial marking that represents the number of computational cores of the node (resMult tagged-value). The addition of such place restricts the logical concurrency, that is the number of threads of the Storm tasks, to the number of available cores. The pattern corresponds to the acquire/release operations of the cores by the spouts and bolts. Figure 6 shows the final GSPN model for the Storm design in Figures 2 and 3 . It has been obtained by applying the patterns and combining the subnets through the interfaces. The image of the GSPN model has been simplified for readability purposes. The spout_1 has parallelism $n0 and the spout_2 has parallelism $n1. The bolt_1 requires $nS6 messages from spout_1 and $nS5 messages from spout_2 with all grouping policy. The bolt_2 requires $nS1 messages from spout_1 or $nS2 messages from spout_2 with shuffle grouping policy. Finally, the bolt_3 requires $nS3 messages from bolt_1 or $nS4 messages from bolt_2 with shuffle grouping policy.
C. Performance Model and Implementation
The Storm profile, the transformation patterns, and the evaluation of performance metrics have been implemented for the Papyrus Modelling environment in Eclipse. In particular, they are completely integrated within the DICE Simulation plugin for Eclipse.
The transformation of the UML models to stochastic Petri nets, as well as the evaluation of the performance metrics, are fully automatized and they are transparent to the end user. Firstly, the transformation uses QVT-MOF 2.0 [14] to obtain a Petri Net Markup Language file (PNML) [15] , an ISO standard for XML-based interchange format for Petri nets. A trace file is created during the M2M transformation. This file links the elements of the Petri net with the source components of the UML. It helps for the identification of the items in the Petri net that the tool needs to inspect during the performance analysis. Later on, Acceleo [16] has been used to implement a model-to-text (M2T) transformation from PNML into a GSPN tool specific format, concretely for the GreatSPN tool [17] .
The UML Profile for Storm is published inside the DICE Profile [9] and can be downloaded from [18] . The transformation of UML profiled models into Petri nets is implemented in the DICE Simulation tool [19] . The code of the transformation and the DICE Simulation tool are publicly available. They can be downloaded from [20] . 
V. VALIDATION OF THE PERFORMANCE MODEL
This section addresses the validation of the transformation patterns we have proposed and implemented. To this aim, we first applied the transformation to get automatically the GSPN model in Figure 6 from the UML models in Figures 2 and 3 . Then, we analysed the GSPN using event driven simulation techniques to estimate the performance metrics. Later, we deployed the Storm application, specified in Figures 2 and 3 , and we compared the estimated results, obtained via simulation, to the results measured by monitoring the Storm application in operation.
The aforementioned deployment was distributed in a cluster with two workstations. All the workstations were characterized by Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPUs (3.40GHz) with 8 cores, 32GBytes of RAM, a Gigabit ethernet and Ubuntu Linux OS (version 14.04). The parameters of the Storm configuration were as follows. The rates of the spouts and the host demands of the bolts were parameterized ($sp i and $b i ), in the GSPN model and in the real application. The parallelism for the spouts and bolts was set to 2, respectively. The number of input tuples required for the bolts were set to 5 for all bolts (cf., arc weights $nS_i for i=1..6, in Figure 6 ).
The performance metric of reference for the validation was the utilization. In particular, we considered the utilization of each bolt, i.e., the percentage of time that the threads associated to a bolt are active and processing tuples.
Concerning the performance analysis of the GSPN model, we used the event-driven simulator of the GreatSPN tool [17] (confidence level of 99% and accuracy of 3%). Analytical solvers and structural analysers are also integrated into the GreatSPN tool. They can be invoked for studying the properties of the GSPN. In the GSPN model (see P2, Fig. 4) , the utilization is the mean number of tokens in the place p A2 divided by the initial marking of the place p A1 . On the other hand, the Apache Storm monitoring platform provided us with the result of the bolts utilization. Table III shows the utilization of each bolt measured by monitoring the Storm application and, in parenthesis, the relative error with respect to the result estimated by simulation of the GSPN model. The utilization estimated by simulation of the GSPN model is not provided for space limitation reason. Each row of the table represents a different emission rate (spouts) and host demand (bolts).
For all cases but one, the relative error is lower than 15%. Accordingly, we can consider that the GSPN estimations are quite good. From the experiments, we get the following insight. When the spouts insert tuples at a low rate (e.g., every 100 ms) and the bolts execute low time-consuming functions (e.g., $b_1 with execution time of 20 ms), the bolt threads will be idle most of the time (e.g., 9.5% utilization of bolt_1 in Table III) . Conversely, some bolts will be saturated (e.g., 100% utilization of bolt_2 in Table III) in case of high production rate of the spouts (e.g., every 40 ms or less) with respect to the bolts execution times (e.g., 100 ms).
VI. CONCLUSION
The paper presents a novel approach for the modeling and performance analysis of Storm applications. The goal is to guide software engineers for increasing the quality of their systems during the design. For example, they can assess the performance impact on a specific server or cluster, by predicting response times, throughputs or utilizations. The experimental results confirm the feasibility of the approach.
The approach is unique in some aspects. We have introduced a new UML profile for Storm, which captures the concepts needed for performance evaluation. We have proposed transformation patterns to get a performance model. We have used Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets as the formalism for performance analysis. Last but not least, we have integrated the approach (profiling, UML-to-GSPN transformation and analysis via event-driven simulation) in a publicly available tool [20] .
VII. APPENDIX: PETRI NETS
A GSPN is a Petri net with a stochastic time interpretation, therefore suitable for performance analysis purposes. A GSPN model is a bipartite graph of two types of vertices: places and transitions. Places are graphically depicted as circles and may contain tokens. A token distribution, namely a marking, represents a state of the modelled system. The dynamics are governed by the transition enabling and firing rules, where places represent pre-and post-conditions for transitions. In particular, the firing of a transition removes (adds) as many tokens from its input (output) places as the weights of the corresponding input (output) arcs. Transitions can be immediate, those that fire in zero time; or timed, those that fire after a delay which is sampled from a (negative) exponentially distributed random variable.
In our Storm performance model, places represent the intermediate steps of the stream processing. Transitions represent the execution of Storm tasks and fire when certain conditions are met (e.g., the synchronous or asynchronous reception of messages in a bolt) or the associated time delay has elapsed (e.g., production of a processing result from input tuples by a bolt). Besides, tokens represent either the messages sent between tasks or the resources of the application in case of multi-threading.
